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The Fraunhofer IEE in Kassel researches for the national and
international transformation of energy systems.
It develops technical and economic solutions in order to further reduce the costs of using renewable energies, to secure
the supply despite volatile generation, to ensure grid stability
at the high level and to promote the success of the energy
transition business model.
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Short Profile

WE EXPLORE AND DEVELOP SOLUTIONS
fOr The Energy Transition
If we want to counter climate change, energy transition is

In this context, energy system technology comprises techno-

both a social responsibility and one of the greatest global

logies, which efficiently combine the new energy generation,

economic opportunities. According to the slogan »Desig-

consumption and storage possibilities into a new complex

ning energy transition«, we at the Fraunhofer IEE are re-

integrated system. These are in particular power electronics,

searching for the transformation of energy supply systems

information technologies as well as sector coupling technolo-

– both nationally and internationally.

gies.

The basis for successful contract research in our business

We look forward to continuing our existing partnerships and

areas is provided by our areas of expertise: energy informa-

to establishing new scientific and business relationships. Get

tics, energy meteorology and renewable resources, energy

in touch with us.

economics and system design, energy process engineering,
electrical grids, device and system technology as well as
thermal energy technology.

Prof. Dr. Clemens Hoffmann
Director Fraunhofer IEE

We investigate and assess possible scenarios and transition
paths towards a future energy system which is completely
CO2-emission-free, based on complex mathematical models
and optimization algorithms. Based on factors such as the
available generation, storage, and coupling technologies
while also considering economic, technical, ecological, and
social interaction, we offer development services for energy
system technology as well as consulting services for investment decisionsmakers and advice on how to develop or
improve market regulation mechanisms.

BUSINESS Unit
ENERGY Economics

BUSINESS Unit
ENERGY SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY

The energy economics business area encompasses products

Energy system technology delivers solutions for effectively

and services supporting the planning and operating of

using and expanding renewables, supply networks, storage

power supply structures and their components.

systems and electromobility. A special role plays the re-design of the transmission and distribution grids. The coupling

We accompany the transformation process of energy supply

of electricity, heat, gas and transportation enables the

systems by combining market and technology with software

necessary increased flexibility between energy generation

solutions, information and data services, concepts and

and energy demand.

business models as well as energy economics analyses and
assessments.

We develop the necessary structural and planning methods,
operational strategies, equipment, system technology,

Business FIELDS

control engineering and energy management systems. Our

 Energy meteorology systems

research facilities allow standardization and client-specific

 Analyses and consultancy in energy economics

components and system tests.

 Digital portefoliomanagement
 Wind ressource assessment with LiDAR

Business FIELDS

 Training and knowledge transfer

 Grid planning and operation
 Hardware in the loop systems
 Power electronics and device technology
 Measuring and testing services
 Plant engineering
 Training and knowledge transfer

Areas of Expertise
Energy informatics

grids Planning and Grid Operation

How can energy economics be supported to

How can energy grid structures be designed and

allow the energy system to run smoothly when a

operated to ensure a sustainable, secure and

large amount of power is generated decentrally?

cost-efficient supply both today as well as in the
future with a decarbonized energy system?

Energy Meteorology and
Geographic Information System

System Stability and Grid INtegration

How do weather and climate influence the ener-

How can power converters and electrical drives,

gy system? How can renewable generation and

electrical grids and their equipment be further

varying consumption on different space and time

developed and controlled so that energy systems

scales be planned using intelligent methods and

function in a stable, efficient and secure manner?

detailed data?
Thermal Energy Technology
Energy Economics and System design

In which way and with what kind of technologies

How do we move on from the technology for the

do we shape the innovative implementation of

energy transition to market integration and an

the heat transition in buildings and cities?

economic system design?
Energy process engineering and
Energy Storage
Which technology enables the efficient and
economic coupling between thermal, electrical
and biochemical conversion stages?

